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Or maybe you’ve a leaning towards
big volume water venues where
raging torrents plummet over

huge cascading waterfalls as indigenous
wildlife screech and bound around the
shoreline with anxious excitement.

When sitons.com posed this question to 500+
watersports enthusiasts, the usual answers did
indeed filter back, but the startling aspect was
the number of ‘other’ locations that featured –
proving the ‘siton paddling beast’ is quite a
unique and varied one.

The obvious – rivers
Mighty rivers such as the Zambezi, the Nile and
the Amazon are kayaking destinations that wet
dreams are made of.  Which paddling aficionado
wouldn’t have one of these names on their list?

These sprawling stretches of water appeal to the
paddling fraternity for a variety of reasons.
Challenging conditions where monstrous rapids
and crazy wave trains entice the adrenaline
seeker into pitting themselves against Mother
Nature may be the draw for some, while others
may salivate at the prospect of exploring calmer
nooks and crannies.

Getting the opportunity to experience new
cultures and observing exotic wildlife are also
attractive lures when contemplating visits to the
planets greatest rivers.

Not so obvious – regions
The regional result is where the poll started to
get interesting with ‘not so obvious’ locations
cropping up regularly. Most kayakers could
probably tell you where the world’s noted
paddling areas can be found. The sitons.com
survey proves, though, that popular destinations
aren’t everyone’s cup of tea.

Hawaii, for instance, may not immediately spring
to mind as a dream kayaking location. A dream
holiday destination maybe… And yet, when you
stop and think about it, Hawaii has a
longstanding history of paddle sports – many of
the local population are regular outrigger
canoeists and the stand up paddle boarding’s
renaissance is reported to have been born on
the island of Maui. In fact the Hawaiians are
revered as being expert paddlers in general.

The Hawaiian Islands are also stunningly
beautiful and what better way to explore this
volcanic chain than from the water.

Malaysia also made the cut, which is possibly the
most surprising choice of all the regions. And
yet, with the jewel of Malaysia’s crown on offer,
in the form of Langkawi’s 104 Andaman Sea
Islands, who wouldn’t want to paddle there?

The most interesting – UK
The expectation was the Dream Paddling
Locations feature would be all about far flung
exotic destinations. It therefore came as a surprise
when we had to split the piece into three, with the
final instalment focusing on the UK.

It’s encouraging that when given the
opportunity to choose anywhere in the world,
people still felt compelled to name destinations
within their own backyard.

Scotland features heavily in this section. Those
who have visited here will agree, the scenery,
paddling potential and overall splendour is
something every paddler should experience.

Four different southern locations also made the
UK section. Cornwall and Devon’s beaches, on
their day, can rival many palm fringed overseas
resorts, while Dorset’s Jurassic Coast is a
chance to literally paddle through history.

Results from the poll have proven extremely
insightful and while nowhere near conclusive, it’s
a good indication of the recreational paddlers’
thinking.

The Dream Paddler Locations feature
demonstrates that sometimes paddling is about
hucking down the nearest waterfall, but many
aficionados are just as happy pottering about at
their local beach.

When you ask the question, “what would be
your dream paddling location?”, you’d expect
replies regarding far flung destinations; palm
trees gently swaying in the wind, sunshine
blazing down onto white coral sandy beaches,
the smell of coconut wafting under your nose
and a sea that reflects an azure glow.

Tez Plavenieks (sitons.com)
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Sennen Cove, Cornwall
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Maui, Hawaii
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DREAM PADDLING LOCATIONS
TOP 10 REGIONS
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TOP 10 UK LOCATIONS

Survey information thanks to

sitons.com

TOP 10 RIVERS
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